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Pop tunes with infectious grooves and lyrics that stir the soul. John Mayer meets Sheryl Crow meets Seal

meets Sting 14 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, ROCK: Acoustic Details: Spring/Summer 2005 Michael

Brandmeier (artist/songwriter) bio Michael Brandmeier is an authentic, acoustic pop artist who's music is

now starting to be heard around the globe. Songs from his new CD CRAZY WORLD have already been

featured on such hit TV series as: QUEER EYE FOR THE STRAIGHT GUY, The new CBS hit series

JOAN OF ARCADIA, DAWSON'S CREEK final season and season two DVD 2004 DVD release, NBC'S

new hit soap opera, PASSION'S, a PARAMOUNT movie featuring Shannon Elizabeth called DYING TO

LIVE. The entire "Crazy World' cd will be featured during the 2004 season on MTV's THE REAL WORLD,

ROAD RULES and EXTREME CHALLENGE. THE INDIE MUSIC AWARDS has named Michael the

winner of the FILM/TV Category for his "cry for help song" called I'm All Right (Help Me), of his CD

"CRAZY WORLD". It is also featured in the WB's DAWSON'S CREEK make your own soundtrack and

will be on the SEASON TWO DVD release along with another song of his, "ONCE AGAIN". Dawson's

Creek still airs in over 35 countries. Michael was also nominated in the OUTSTANDING

MALE/SINGER/SONGWRITER category in this years1999  2003 LA MUSIC AWARDS. Crazy World CD

was produced and co-written with Craig J. Snider, with the likes of Madonna under his production/mix

credit. Michael's debut pop CD, "SPIRIT ON THE RUN", has received rave reviews, led by such major

periodicals as the CHICAGO SUN TIMES describing it as "a superb, debut CD". BILLBOARD MAGAZINE

depicted Michael as "an up  coming artist". MUSIC CONNECTION magazine states, "this Wisconsin

based resident could do very well with some promotion and distribution behind him". Hear Michael

Brandmeier on CRAZY WORLD as he delivers his genuine brand of musical truth. ##### CRAZY

WORLD the CD: Pop songs mirroring the double meaning of the CD title CRAZY WORLD, the world
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inside our minds, which can be scrambled and crazy sometimes, as in the song "I'M ALL RIGHT (HELP

ME)". And also pertaining to the world we live in and all it's sad, traggic and crazy events. As is expressed

in the title song "CRAZY WORLD", which offers the artists remedy thoughts to these happenings, "there's

no room for anything but love, in this crazy world", "YOU AND I" and the moving ballad SEPTEMBER'S

SKY. Songs from this CD have already been featured on such shows as the WB's hit teen series

DAWSON'S CREEK and NBC's hit soap opera "PASSION'S. The entire "Crazy World' cd will be featured

during the 2003/2004 season on MTV's THE REAL WORLD, ROAD RULES and EXTREME

CHALLENGE. Check it out...
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